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 The informal economy comprises those economic activities 

that circumvent the costs and are excluded from the benefits 

and rights incorporated in the laws and administrative rules 

covering property relationships, commercial licensing, labor 

contracts, torts, financial credit and social systems.

 The share of this sector is very high in the Egyptian economy 

in many activities.

 Compiling SUTs and National accounts in Egypt faces many 

problems in measuring this sector.

1- Introduction
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2- Components of the Egyptian Economy



The informal sector concentrates in private sector and

household sector.

The main activities that include informal sector are

agriculture, manufacturing, construction, wholesale and

retail trade, land transportation and personal activities.

3- Informal Sector in the Egyptian Economy



National accounts is responsible for estimating all the 

economy; formal and informal.

CAPMAS follows some criteria to define the informal 

sector according to:

 legal organization of the enterprise,

 ownership of enterprise; belong to a household, 

 absence of separate complete accounts,

 non-registration of enterprise,

 size limit of the enterprise determined by the number 

of employees engaged in the production process, for 

example manufacturing activities (less than 10) and 

wholesale and retail trade activities (less than 5).

4- Definition Criteria of Informal Sector 



 National Accounts considers all the agriculture activities are 

informal sector except firms and government authorities 

working in this field.

 The most of agriculture is owned by households and we can’t 

distinguish between ownership and labor. 

 The agriculture share in Gross value added is 10% in         

2012/2013 according to Supply and Use tables 2012/2013.

5- Methods used in Estimating the

Informal Sector

5-1 Annual Survey of Agriculture Activities



 The ministry of agriculture conducts agriculture census every 

10 years. Agriculture census provides a huge data about 

production, intermediate consumption, fixed capital 

formation, and other data in detail. 

 The ministry of agriculture conducts annual survey for the 

cultivated area which provide annually and seasonally the 

agriculture production from cereal, vegetable, fruits…etc, and 

the intermediate consumption.

 The ministry of agriculture estimates the animal and fishery 

production and its costs.

5-1 Annual Survey of Agriculture Activities



5-2 Labor Force Survey and Business Statistics

A- Extraction and Manufacturing Activities:

 The industrial production bulletins which depend on 

enterprise survey of public and private sectors provides data 

about production, intermediate consumption, and other data 

at high level of product detail for manufacturing activities. 

 And also contain data about  production, intermediate 

consumption, and other data at high level of product detail 

for extraction activities  from the enterprise survey of public 

sector.



B- Wholesale and retail trade Activities:

 It is considered that it is one of the most activities that 

have informal economy especially in retail trade. 

 The business statistics bulletins which depend on 

enterprise survey provide data about production, 

intermediate consumption, compensation of employee, 

capital formation, and other data in high level of detail and 

categorized to groups according to the number of worker in 

each activity. 

5-2 Labor Force Survey and Business Statistics



C- Construction Activities:

 The construction bulletins which depend on enterprise 

survey provide data about production, intermediate 

consumption, compensation of employee, capital formation, 

and other data.

D- Telecommunication Activities and Business 

Services Activities 

 The business statistics bulletins is the main data source for 

these activities

5-2 Labor Force Survey and Business Statistics



Labor Force Survey:

CAPMAS conduct Labor force survey quarterly and combine 

the 4 quarterly bulletins in the annual bulletin which 

provides the data of each activity according to ISIC.4 

classification.

- Number of workers in-establishment and out-

establishment.

- Number of workers paid and unpaid (in-establishment 

and out-establishment).

- Number of workers according to gender.

- Number of workers according to education levels.

5-2 Labor Force Survey and Business Statistics



ISIC.4 Description

In-establishment Out-establishment Total workers

Male

Femal

e Total Male

Femal

e Total Male

Femal

e Total

1010 Processing and preserving of meat

1020

Processing and preserving of fish, 

crustaceans and mollusks

1030

Processing and preserving of fruit and 

vegetables

1040

Manufacture of vegetable and animal 

oils and fats

1050 Manufacture of dairy products

1061 Manufacture of grain mill products

Table : Total workers paid and unpaid (from Labor Force Survey)

5-2 Labor Force Survey and Business Statistics



National accounts estimates the informal sector depending 

on the productivity and other indicators compiled from the  

specialized statistical bulletins and the number of workers 

comes from labor force survey and not included in 

specialized statistical bulletins. 

5-2 Labor force Survey and Business Statistics



Transportation Activities:

 Most of private road transportation are considered as 

informal sector especially in Taxi and Microbus.

 The tourism satellite account estimates the transportation 

production under supervision of the ministry of tourism 

and National accounts experts.

5-3 Tourism Satellite Account



Household income expenditure survey is conducted 

every two years (15 Thousand Households). 

 The survey provides data about rent-occupied dwellings 

and owner-occupied dwellings which used to estimate 

real estate activities, personal service activities and home 

services activities.

And also from HIECS we obtain the data of household 

final consumption expenditure at product level (COICOP 

classification).

5-4 Household Income, Expenditure and 

Consumption Survey (HIECS)



 Egypt conducts Economic Census every five years which 

provide a huge data. 

 Economic Census 2012/2013 came after ten years from the last 

one. 

 The census depended on the sample method for the 

establishments which are maximized at the final results.

 The Economic Census mix between formal and informal sector.

 They merged the annual business statistics with the survey 

data (by sample about 125 thousand establishments)  

 The results was used in compiling SUT 2012/2013.

 CAPMAS is planning to conduct Economic Census 2017/2018 

at the end of 2018.

5-5 Economic Census 2012/ 2013



 Commodity flow approach is used in balancing supply and use 

table.

 Total Supply = Total Use for each product at purchasers’ price.

 Domestic production+ Imports + trade and transportation 

Margins + Net taxes and subsidies on products = Intermediate 

consumption + Final Consumption expenditure + Gross capital 

formation + Exports

 From the use side of some products especially services we 

found the use side is more than supply side, this mean that we 

have informal sector in services not estimated.

 National accounts should allocate this value at domestic 

production and that needs wide knowledge in classifications.

5-6 Commodity Flow Approach



 Illegal Activities: until now National Accounts didn't 

include the illegal activities like drugs, prostitution, 

smuggling, bribe and other illegal activities.

 CAPMAS coordinates with some responsible Ministries like 

ministry of interior to get some data about these activities.

 Periodical of the surveys and census.

 Capacity building  is necessary for the national accountants 

staff especially international experience exchange.

6- Challenges



 National accounts uses several methods to estimate 

informal sector because every activity has special criteria.

 There is no optimum method because the work is achieved 

according to data availability.

 We still try to apply other methods like tax data, 

construction licenses and consumed electricity.

 Bad estimation is better than no estimation.

 Documentation is very important for all steps and methods.

7- Conclusions and Recommendations
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